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There is a definite need for server-side content management software on the 
World Wide Web-both for businesses and for individuals. Of the various server
side programming languages that are available (at least four of which I have some 
experience with), PHP seemed to make the most sense for my application, 
primarily because it is free. For the same reason, I chose a MySQL database for 
the back-end. 

The system I have developed allows multiple users to post news/weblog entries, 
add pages dynamically, and publish articles in an organized directory structure
all without writing code. 



Introduction 

As the World Wide Web gained popularity in the mid-1990s, businesses began to 
see its potential for storing limitless information and nearly-instant delivery, and 
individuals began to see it as an inexpensive, easy (though infonnal) way to 
become published and/or share their thoughts with the world. 

Businesses soon found the need to automate Web publishing. They began to 
develop software for managing their increasingly overwhelming content and for 
integrating their Web sites with pre-existing databases. 

Individuals soon recognized a similar need. As HTML grew more complex and 
was joined by CSS and XML, creating Web documents by hand became more 
difficult. Even using tools such as Microsoft FrontPage seemed inefficient for 
managing frequently updated sites or sites that archive old content. Thus, the 
need for server-side software to manage content extended to personal sites. 

Server-Side Programming Options 

Server-Side Includes 

Server-side includes (SSIs) are the simplest fonn of server-side progranlming. 
They look like plain HTML files with a few extra tags that contain SSI 
instructions. Typically, these instructions do nothing more than call an external 
file and dump its contents into the HTML file in place of the SSI tag before 
serving the file to the client; however, SSIs have evolved to include conditional 
statements and even limited database querying via ODBC. (Woodall) 

SSI filenames generally end in .shtml instead of the usual .html so the server will 
know to parse the file for SSI instructions before serving the file. The change in 
filename makes no difference to a browser. Browsers identify files by their MIME 
type, which is text / html in the case of HTML documents. When the SSI file is 
requested, the server executes treats it as MIME type text / x-server-parsed

html. After it is parsed, the output is sent back to the browser as text / html, so the 
browser treats it as a static HTML file. (Woodall) 

SSIs have limited power by themselves, but they significantly expanded the 
flexibility of HTML when they first appeared; and the files they reference can also 
contain server-side scripting, which increases their usefulness considerably. 

There is a significant security risk in allowing SSIs to execute files. Typically, 
SSIs are restricted to executing items in a special c g i - bin directory, just as most 
remote users are. (Stein) 



like all server-side scripting, parsing SSIs takes precious processing time on the 
server, and it delays delivery to the user. Thus, it should be used only when 
necessary. Files that contain no SSI instructions (i.e. plain HTML files) should 
not be given an SSI file extension, so the server will not waste processing time 
parsing them. 

Server-side includes are supported by most popular Web servers. 

Example: Displaying the Greenwich Mean Time 

The server parses 
<b>< ! -- # ech o var=II DATE_GMT " __ ></b> 

The browser receives 
<b>Mon Dec 1 0 2 1 :2 4: 48 200 1 </b> 

Example: Including a copyright notice 

copynght.html 
<p >&copy; 200 1 Dave St rus . </p> 

mypage.shtml contains (at the bottom) 
<!-- # i nclude virtual = "copyright.html l1 --> 

which is sent to the browser as 
<P>&COPY i 2 0 01 Dave Strus. </p > 

CGI Scripts 

CGI scripts are executable files with incredible capability, whose output is 
typically served as text / html. CGI itself stands for common gateway interface. It 
is the standard that defines how external programs (gateways) are run in a Web 
server. CGI scripts can be written in virtually any programming language, 
including popular ones like C/C++ and Java. The most commonly used by far, 
however, is Perl. (Ramirez) 

Contrary to popular belief, Perl is not an acronym for practical extraction and 
report language. In fact, it's not an acronym for anything (Christiansen). Perl is 
quite adept at text manipulation and file system operations, making it ideal for 
many of the needs of CGI programmers. It is relatively easy to learn, robust, and 
well documented (thanks to its many supporters on the Web and in newsgroups). 
It is also free, which certainly boosts its popularity. 

CGI can satisfy all your server-side programming needs. Since most of the 
languages in which the scripts are written were not specifically designed for Web 
programming, however, many people have sought an easier way. 



PHP 

PHP is an open-source, HTML-embedded Oike SSI) scripting language. PHP is a 
recursive acronym for PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor (though it originally stood 
for Personal Home Page Tools, back when it was a Perl wrapper). It debuted in 
1994 and was released to the public in 1995. The original version was very 
limited. It was re-written and combined with the same author's Form Interpreter 
to become PHP/FI Version 2. It grew truly powerful when it became an open
source project and PHP3 was released. PHP 4 added many new features and was 
recently updated to PHP 4.2.0. (Bakken) PHP is now a project of the Apache 
Software Foundation, which also develops the world's most popular Web server 
(used by an estinlated 63% of all Web sites as of October 2001). ("October .. .") 

PHP has several advantages over CGI scripting. First, it is specifically designed 
for Web use; thus, it bas many built-in functions for performing common actions. 

Example: Sending email 

With Perl: 
open ( MAIL, "l/usr/sbin/sendmail _tH ) i 
print MAIL liTo: dave\@webmagna.com\n ll 

; 

print MAIL II From: mailform\@webmagna.com\n" ; 
print MAIL IISubject: Comments from Web Form\n\nn 
print MAIL $mainmessage 
close ( MAIL I ; 

WithPHP 
mai 1 ( II dave@webmagna . com" I II Comment s f rom web Form II I 

$mainmessage, II From: mailform@webmagna.com" ); 

The example above demonstrates PHP's built-in mail () function. You may 
notice that the !yIltax for the two languages is similar. PHP's syntax is largely 
based on C, Java, and Perl. Like Perl, PHP uses typeless variables whose names 
begin with a dollar sign. 

One of PHP's greatest strengths is database integration. It can be used with 
virtually any database system imaginable, including Oracle, Sybase, MySQL, 
DB2, and many others. 

PHP supports XML and Java components, and free PHP modules also exist to aid 
in dynamic image creation, Adobe PDF creation, and a variety of other 
operations. (Bakken and Schmid) 

These days, a great many Web hosting companies support PHP in addition to 
CG!. A few years ago, it was hard to find such hosts. Unfortunately for the 
penniless Web builder, there are still few if any free hosts with PHP, but many 
offer CG! options. On the upside, with cable modem and DSL connections 
gaining popularity with home users, running one's own server is a viable option. 



Apache, the most widely-used Web server, is free and open-source, and is 
available with integrated PHP support. Add MySQL, a free and open-source 
database, and you have all you need to run a dynamic Web site. There are even 
free firewalls available. Of course, a low-budget option like this would not be a 
good idea for mission-critical applications, but for a personal site-such as a 
trendy weblog-it might be just the ticket. 

Active Server Pages (ASP) 

ASP is Microsoft's lITMlrembedded scripting platform. It includes out-of-the
box support for Microsoft's own VBScript (by far the most commonly used 
language for ASP) and JScript (Microsoft's implementation of JavaScript or 
ECMAScript). It runs exclusively on Microsoft's Internet Information Server 
(lIS) or Personal Web Server (PWS), but Sun Microsystems has created a multi
platform implementation called Chili!Soft ASP that works with Apache, iPlanet, 
and several other Web servers. 

ASP has many of the same advantages as PHP and is quite popular. Its main 
disadvantage is its proprietary nature. It integrates with Microsoft's COM 
(Component Object Model) objects, Microsoft SQL Server, and many other 
Microsoft products. It does work with other databases, of course, but ASP works 
best in an all-Microsoft environment. You could use Chili!Soft to give yourself 
Microsoft independence, but youll always be a little behind the current state of 
ASP (ASP.Net, for example, is not supported in Chili!Soft as of this writing). ("All 
About .. .") 

JavaServer Pages (JSP) 

JSP is basically HTMlrembedded Java. It can take advantage of Java's vast 
libraries as well as a number of JSP-specific tags and objects. It is an extension of 
Java Servlets, which are pure Java server-side modules. 

JSP is very similar to PHP and ASP, but it has the added advantage of being Java
based. That can also work to its disadvantage, however, as JSPs can run rather 
slowly. Uulike ASPs and PHP documents, JSPs are compiled into Java 
bytecode-just as other Java programs are-which can eat up valuable processing 
time. They are not compiled every time they are requested of course-only when 
they are changed/updated. Still, this is a distinct disadvantage next to PHP and 
ASP. 

Tomcat is the most common implementation of the JSP specification. Tomcat is 
a project of the Apache Software Foundation and is free and open-source. It 
integrates with several popular Web servers, including Apache. Until version 4.0, 
Tomcat was based upon Sun Microsystems's original Servlet and JSP 
implementations, which Sun donated to the project. Tomcat 4 was built from the 



ground up and boasts better performance, as well as support for Servlet 2.3 and 
JSP 1.2 specifications. C" Apache .. .") 

Despite the availability of Tomcat, JSP support is hard to find among Web hosts. 



The System 

Environment 

I chose to develop my content management system in PHP with Apache HTrP 
Server and a MySQL database. 

Features 

Content is added through an administrative control panel, which gives options 
for adding regular pages, articles, and news posts. 

Layout for all pages is controlled with cascading style sheets (CSS), while 
document structure is in XHTML templates, with different templates for 
miscellaneous content pages, articles, FAQs, and news archives. 

News is displayed one week at a time. There are named anchors for each day and 
for each individual post. News for the current week appears on the home page, 
with links to each posts' permanent locations in the archive. Each post also 
includes a link to email the post's author. Older entries are accessible by clicking 
on a date in a dynamically generated calendar menu. 

Articles are listed in the menu according to their categorEs. When an article is 
added, it is created in a subdirectory based on the current month. 

Database Tables 

Author 

Authors are anyone who should be allowed to post stories or entries to the site. 

Field Type Attributes Null Default Extra 
usemame varchar(16) No 
password varchar(16) No 

fullname varchar(40) Yes 
email varchar(100) Yes -
Keyname Unique Field 
PRIMARY Yes username 



Page 

Contents of general pages are stored here. 

Field Type Attributes Null Default Extra 

url varchar(l00) No 

Iille varchar(l00) Yes 

conlent texl Yes 

created int(ll ) Yes 

modified int(ll) Yes 

author varchal(16) Yes 

Keyname Unique Field 

PRIMARY Yes url 

Entry 

Entries may be thought of as news postings or weblog entries. 

Field Type Attributes Null Default Extra 

entrylO int(ll) 

author varchar(16) 

headline varchar(100) 

entryText text 

created inl(11) 

modified int(11 ) 

Keyname Unique Field 

PRIMARY Yes entrylD 

Category 

No auto_increment 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 

These are categories in which stories may appear. The friendlyName doubles 
as the name of the directory under which all stories in that category will appear. 

Field Type 

name varchar( 16) 

friendlyName varchar(32) 

Keyname Unique Field 

PRIMARY Yes name 

Attributes Null Default Extra 

No 

No 



Story 

These are categorized articles, as opposed to generic pages. 

Field Type Attributes Null Default Extra 

author varchar(16) Yes 

headline varchar(50) Yes 
storyText text Yes 

created int(11 ) Yes 
modified int(11) Yes 

category varchar(16) Yes 

url varchar(255) No 

Keyname Unique Field 

PRIMARY Yes url 

The Weblog/News System 

Whether this would be called a news system or a weblog depends mainly on how 
it is being used. The term weblog was originally used to descnbe sites or pages 
that were essentially collections of links, with accompanying comments, to other 
sites or articles the author finds interesting or noteworthy. The term has come to 
refer to just about any personal site that contains short, frequent updates. 
Commercial sites that have frequent news postings would likely shudder to be 
called weblogs, but there is little real difference. (Barger) 

The weblog system in my application uses two tables from the database: AUTHOR 
and ENTRY. Weblog entries are stored in the latter table, which contains 
information about when the entry was created and modified, as well as a headline 
and the entry itself (in HTML format). Additionally, the table contains a foreign 
key to identify the entry's author. Thus, by using a JOI N, we can retrieve the 
name and email address of an entry's author. 

The PHP source code for printing weblog entries follows. It was created in such a 
way that the document containing this code can simply be included in an 
otherwise normal (X)HTML page with a simple include line (i.e. <?php 

include ('weblog .ph p ') 7» . 



d php 
$arehiveURL = "/archive.phtml" ; 

II connect to the database 
include ( "sddbconnect.phtml" ); 

II If Snow hasn't been passed as a parameter, set it to the system time 
if ( lis.et ( $now ) } { 

Snow - til!lll!: () j 

II Create a PHP date from the UNIX timestamp Snow 
$nowdate - getdat~ ( $now } j 

II Create a UNIX timestamp equivalent to midnight on the same day as Snow 
$today .. mktime ( 0 , 0 , 0 , $nowdate[ "mon" ], $nowdat.[ ~mday" ], $nowdate[ "year" l ) j 

II Get: the current weekday, then make timestamps for midnight on Sunday of this week and 
II 23:59:59 on Saturday of this week 
$wday .. $nowdate( "wday" ]; 
$la.twe.k - $today - 86400 " ( $wdaY )j 
$endofweek ::t $lll.tw.ek + 86400 1r "' - 1 j 

II Retrieve all weblog entries from the current week from the database, with the most 
recent listed first 
$query = "SELECT ... FROM entry WHE:RE (created EETWEE:N $laill tweek AND $anda f weak ) ORDER EY 
created desc" ; 
$re.ult - Clmyaql_query ( $query 1; 

II Print the date for the first day of the week 
print "<hl>Week of " . date ( "F j, Y" , $lllstweek ) • "</hl;:." ; 

$empty = true j 

while ( $.ntry _ emy&ql_feteh_llrray ( $re_ult ) ) { 
$empty :: false ; 
$uaern ... .. $.antry{ "author" j ; 
$bea.dline .. etripd.eh.a ( $lNltry( "headline" J 1; 
$entryText - atripsl •• hea ( Sentry ["entryTexc" ] ); 
$ereated :z $entrY[ "created" ] ; 
$modified .. $.antry ("modified"] ; 

I I Get the full name of the author from the Atrl'HOR table 
$autharray - emy.ql_ fetch_ array{ ea,aql_ query ( ~SE:LE:CT fullname, email FROM author 

$author - $autharray[ "fullname" ]; 
$email $autharray( "email" ]; 

II Get a PHP date from the entry's timestamp 
$entrydate .. getdate ( $ere.ted )j 
$hour ::: $entrydate ("hours ,, ] ; 
$minuteB : $entrydate ["minutes" ]; 

II Change time to 12-hour format with AM or PM 
if ( $bour >_ 12 ) { 

$c1aytime .. "PM" j 
if ( $hour > 12 ) 

$hour -_ 12 ; 

} 
else 

$daytiae _ "AM" ; 

WHERE: username : ' $username'~ ) ); 

II If this is the most recent entry for the day, print the date and a named anchor 
II (so a link to the day can be created) 
if ( $day ! - $entrydater "mday" ) ) { 

$weekday :::: $entrydata [ "weekday" ] j 
$day - $entrydate[ "tnday"J j 
$month - $entryute[ "month" ] j 



print "\n\~\~<a name=\"id$day\" id~ \"id$day\~></a>\n\~\~<div 
class:\~weblogdate\~>$we~kday , $month $day</div>\n~ j 

II Print the entry, including a named anchor (so links directly to the entry can 
II be created) 
print "\n\t\t<div class:::\ "weblog\ ">\n" ; 
print "\t\t<a name'*\"id$created\" id=\"id$cre .ted\"></a>\n" j 
print "\ t\t<h3>$head1ine</h3>\n~ ; 
print "\t\t $4UltryText \n" ; 

II Print the entry footer (author info, time post ed , permanent link) 
print "\t\t<div class=\~weblogfoo~er\">\n~ j 

print "\t\tPosted by <8 href_\"mailto: $email\" titlc .. \"Scnd email to 
Sauthor \ " >$autho r </a> • $hour :$minutea $dayti~<br I>\n" j 

print "\t\t<a href=\" $archiveORL?now'"'$created#id$c reated\" title=\"just in case 
you actually want to read this again\">Permanent link</a></div>\n" ; 

print "\t\t</div>\n" ; 

II If there are no entries for ~he week, print this message 
i f $_pty ) { 

print "<div class~ \"emptY \ "><p>NOthing to sec here, folks_ Move 
along _</p></div>\n" ; 

A page containing this code might be rendered in a browser as follows: 

Week of April 21, 2002 
Friday, April 26 

L t t 

This is an entry! 

Posted by DaveStrus @ 10:25PM 
Permanenllink 

revlous en 

This is another entry! 

Posted by Dave Strus @ 9 :57 PM 
Permanen 1 link 

The output from the PHP contains references to CSS classes, so the layout and 
formatting of the weblog is easily customized. 

To simplify viewing entries from different days, the system automatically prints a 
calendar with links to each day's entries in the specified month. Beneath the 
calendar, links to all other months that contain entries appear. 



The Article Publishing System 

Articles, unlike weblog entries, get their own individual pages. They are retrieved 
from the database and displayed in a fashion similar to one employed for weblog 
entries. The URL scheme for articles is different, however. Whereas weblog 
entries have unique URLs based on named anchors generated from their 
timestamps, articles are created in subdirectories based on their categories and 
the months in which they're written. For example, 1I1 article written in April 
2002 about the Los Angeles Lakers might have the following URL: 
/basketball/2002/2/1aken.phtml. The appropriate subdirectories are 
automatically created, if necessary, when the article is published. The code for 
creating the subdirectories appears below: 

/* Get date" / 
$t ... . t_ lI, 
$dat • • gatdah ( $time ); 
$year ~ $data[ "y ear "); 
$month "" $date [" mon"}; 

/. Create the directories if they don't exist ./ 
Spath m "$rootdir$category" j 
if ( I ill_dir ( Spath ) ) { 

) 
else 

1/ maKe the directory (sets chmod to 777) 
$oldaaak s umaak ( 0 ); 
mkdir ( Spath , O' , ) or d!. (" <p><b>Error</b> making directory $path .</p> "); 
~.k ( $olc.1a .... k I; 

echo " <p>Dlrectory Spath exists . <!p>"; 

Spath - · Spath/$year "; 
if { riB_dir e $path } ) { 

) 
else { 

) 

1/ make the directory (eete chmod to 777) 
$oldaaak • umask ( 0 ); 
mkdir ( Spath, 0777 ) or die '''<p><b>Error</b> making directory $path .</p> ")j 
uma.ak. ( $oldaaak ) i 

echo - <p::oDirectory $pllth exists . </p::o"; 

Spath = "$path!$month "; 
if ( liB_dir ( Spath ) ) { 

) 
else { 

II make t.he directory (sets chmod to 777) 
$oldaallk _ umaek ( () ); 
mk.d.ir ( Spath, 071" ) or die (-<p::o<b::oError</b::o making direct.ory Spath . </p> -); 
WlUUIk ( $oldaaak ); 

echo "<p::oDirectory Spath exist.B . </p> · ; 

Conclusion 

It is easy to imagine potential uses for the system I have developed. In fact, as of 
this writing I've modified it for two Web development clients and for my own 
personal Web site. It greatly simplifies the process of making simple content 
updates and even adding new pages or new sections to a site. 
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